




More on AJET  Something on this post-WW2 UK system
appeared  in  14/366  and  now,  thanks  to  David  Hobson,  a
manual  is  to  hand,  plus  some parts  that  were with  it.  The
manual cover below, 220*137mm, had been detached by its

previous owner and stuck onto the lid on the box he kept his
parts  in.  The  20  unnumbered,  stapled,  inside  pages  seem
intact and there is a loose sheet, probably the back cover. Of
the 20 pages, 1-4 show how to make the different shapes of
wing used in the models - 3 delta shapes, & a swept wing as
on  the  D.H.110  below.  p5  has  details  of  the  undercarriage
parts.  Then there are 6 models  of  1950s British  jet  aircraft
from VICKERS VALIANT to Saunders Roe S.R. 53, and among
them the 'Vulcan' on the box lid in OSN 14. 2 pages are given
to each model, one with a photo of it & brief notes on the full-
size machine, while the second, facing page has a photo of the
model's  underside  and  a  few  constructional  notes.  Even
accepting the usually incorrect representation of the cockpit,

and  the  rather  fat  fuselage,  some  of  the  models  are  less
successful than others and one of each type is shown across
the  bottom  of  the  page,  about  2⁄3 full-size.  Several  of  the
models, like the F.D.2 below, have no bottom half to the rear
fuselage.  Most  of  the  'missing'  Plates  could  be  added,
assuming there were enough parts in the Set, but perhaps the
idea was to give the impression of a tapering fuselage. The last
model  is  a CORPORAL missile, with  just  one photo on p20.
None of the models has any real likeness to any of the DAN
DARE models,  or  those of  SUPERSONIC (see 14/367);  even
the Corporal is different with the smaller diameter section at
the tail, an AJET feature on most of the models. One side of
the 'back' page explains how to make the nose & first body
section, the other has the Illustrated Parts shown right, with
the parts at their original size but rearranged.

Now some notes on the parts that were with the Manual,
plus those in two separate lots - they confirm most but not all
of  the  details  given  in  OSN14.  Unless  otherwise stated  the
parts are the same as their DAN DARE (DD) counterparts in
either the Rocket or the Spaceship set, as appropriate. Thus
most holes are at ½" pitch or multiples thereof, and vary from
3.7 to 4.2mm in diameter,  with most  of  the larger  sizes in
parts #1-3. The  Nose parts  #1 & 2, and the Plate #3 are
painted light blue instead of silver. The Tubes #4 & 5 are red
instead of black. Fins #6, 7, 10 & 11, and Plates #8 & 9.
are  silver  instead  of  red.  The  Flat  & Angle  Brackets are
nickel, as in DD. The N&B are 4BA brassed steel. The  Bolts
seen have 6.3-6.4mm Ø round heads and are 7, 13, 16½, &
25½mm u/h. The hex  Nut is pressed, 8.0mm A/F & 2.4mm
thick. The Wheels are the 1½" Ø blue DD balloon type, but
the one Wheel in the third lot is the black moulded OSN 14
type shown on the models in the Manual. It is 35mm Ø and
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from  its  smell  is  rubber  rather  than
plastic.

The  new  parts are  #12-16.
Plates  #12  &  13 are  silver.  The
Nose Probe #14 is  red  plastic  and
the 'spike'  pushes onto the spigot on
the base. The method of attaching the
base  to  the  nose  isn't  shown  in  the
Manual  -  in  the  parts  to  hand  the
shanks of two bolts embedded in the
base pass into the front  holes of the
Nose parts and are held there by Nuts.
Overall  the Probe is about 6cm long.
The hinged Undercarriage Leg #15

above has a tongue pressed through from 'A' and it engages
with the right-angled tab on the inner edge of the mounting
plate to hold the leg in the up & down positions. The mounting
plate  is  ¾*5⁄8",  and the leg is  about  35mm long o/a.  (The
larger  U/C  Leg  mentioned  in  OSN  14  may  have  been  the
SUPERSONIC version, an example of which is now to hand. It
is generally similar but has no method of positive locking, it
relies on the hinge being very stiff.  It  is painted green,  the
mounting plate is 1*½", and the leg is 38mm long.) The #16
Axle & Dome Nut have not been seen but the thread is 4BA.
The Curved Plate #17 is not new, it is the nickel DD Rocket
part #03. The  Screwdriver may be similar to the wire type
shown for SUPERSONIC in 14/367.

Some of  the  parts  mentioned  in  OSN 14 are  not  in  the

present lots, and are not needed for the Manual models. They
are the DD Rocket Nose #01, the DD Rocket Fins #10 & 11,
and the Small Rectangular and Triangular Plates. If these were
indeed AJET parts they would presumably be in another set - it
will be recalled that the OSN 14 box lid had 'Junior' on it. There
is no mention of a set name in the present manual. A pointer
to  the  possible  existence  of  an  AJET  Rocket  Nose  is  the
mention is OSN 14 of the half hole in the front of the part, so
that there would be a full hole in the pair forming the nose and
this would allow a suitable Probe to be attached. In one model
seen the Probe is a slightly modified version of the #14 Spike.
It has a small bore beyond the bottom of the spigot recess into
which a Bolt is screwed from the inside of the nose.

Snippet:  MECCANICO(?)  ITALIANO  In
recent years the Italian firm Bral,  later Bres,
has  sold  sets  under  the  name  BRAL,  but
earlier MECCANICO was often used, usually
preceded  by  IL  COSTRUTTORE,  often  in
quite small letters. Manuals generally had
the  name  that  was  on  the  lid  but
sometimes IL COSTRUTTORE BRAL was
used  on  manuals  with  'MECCANICO'
outfits.

No  lid  is  shown  for  the  set
opposite but the name of the manual
(shown  slightly  enlarged  in  the  top
right  corner)  looks  like  MECCANICO
ITALIANO although the 'IC' has to be
taken  on  trust.  So  is  this  another
BRAL alias or a different system?

As far as can be seen most of the parts could be BRAL
including the light  blue Conical  Discs & what may be a
brass look Chimney Adapter in the bottom left corner of
the top tray - the BRAL part is about half the depth of its
MECCANO counterpart. The silver Plate in the bottom tray
is most likely a BRAL Aero Centre Wing, and the 2 silver
Wheels near it could again be Aero parts. The black Tyre
on the red Pulley could be BRAL but I'm not sure about
the white Rubber Ring near it - Bral listed such a Ring but
I've never seen it, nor any white rubber BRAL part. The
most un-BRAL-like parts are in the bottom tray: the green
Trunnion  in  the  bottom  left  corner  doesn't  have  the

characteristic BRAL flat top, and the red 5*7h Flexible Plate doesn't
have the slotted holes of the BRAL Plate. But these parts could of
course easily be 'foreigners'.

Can any reader throw more light on MECCANICO ITALIANO?
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EDITORIAL  Nothing to report so 'steady as she goes', and
with luck I'll be able to keep to the recent near yearly interval
between Issues.

Shorter NOTES, with thanks to all contributors.

1. Snippet.  'New'  System:  METALL-BAUKASTEN.  The
poor Ebay photo is shown below and the parts  that can be

seen are,  with  'probables'  daggered:  4,  5†,  11,  14h  Strips;
1*5*1 & 1*3*1h† DAS; 2*1*2 Z-Bracket; Pulley Discs with &
without boss (unless the latter's boss has simply fallen out);
Axle; Crank Handle.

The Ebay ad mentioned a printer, Emil Bethge of Hagen (a
town 15km south of Dortmund), and the PR included 11/46.
So, no doubt, one of the many small sets which appeared soon
after WW2, very soon in this case, so it's not inconceivable
that this system existed before the war.

METALL-BAUKASTEN [8]:  S1            [51/1548]

2. Snippet.  More on GERNER. Since the notes on p1573
Urs Flammer has sent details of some parts, nearly all of a set,
he has obtained. They are as described except that the Square

Tube, right, is as shown in the manual,
an extrusion,  20*20mm, with no join.
The  Wheels  are  the  earlier,  turned
type, but the Flanged Plate is the later
pattern with alternate round & slotted
holes.

Urs had also found a small ad from
1948 saying that sets in various sizes
would soon be available to wholesalers
for  export.  It  was  from a Franz  Kauer,  (20a)  Letter/Hann.,
Postfach 6. It will be recalled that GERNER was made in Letter.

GERNER:  S2                    [51/1548]

3. 'POLYLONG' 11mm Pitch Parts. It was noted in 42/1266
that some Happy People set parts have holes at 11mm pitch
rather then the usual 10mm. David Hobson mentioned that he
had found a selection of these in various lots and kindly sent
the photo below. Except for the A/G bottom right,
& the 3*5h Triangular Plate top  left,  each  11mm

part  is  shown  next  to  its
nearest  10mm  equivalent.
Holes in the 11mm parts are 4.1mm and the Strips are smooth
on one side and very slightly rough on the reverse.

POLYLONG:  S21            [51/1548]

4. AJET.  Some parts & a manual  (all  were as described in
37/1105) were offered by a auction house and it was said that
AJET was made by Payne & Holloway of Birmingham. A web
search gave nothing on this firm. Equally nothing has emerged
since OSN 37 over whether there was a set other  than the
'Junior'. A any information on either of these aspects would be
most welcome.

AJET:  S3            [51/1548]
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